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WELCOME TO COOKED

Cooked.com.au is the destination for recipes from internationally renowned authors and chefs. The 
concept is simple: our members pay a small subscription fee to have online access to thousands of recipes 
in complete cookbooks. Aspiring cooks and accomplished chefs alike can browser recipes in an ever-
growing library of complete cookbooks, search by ingredient, author or dish, and create collections and 
share their favourites. Think of Cooked as a Spotify for recipes.

Its no secret that food online is a booming sector. More people than ever are searching for recipes online, 
sharing on social media, and considering the increasing volume of food programming across national 
television networks, there ’s never been a stronger market within which a site like Cooked can flourish.

With that in mind, we’ve created a range of commercial opportunities that we believe will best connect 
your brand or product with our rapidly growing audience. Whether your launching a new product, 
building a brand or promoting an event, Cooked.com.au has an option to suit.

We look forward to welcoming you as a partner,

The Cooked team
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MULTIPLE PLATFORM SOLUTIONS

From the ground up, we’ve built a true cross-platform offering. The site is optimised 
perfectly for all screen sizes so our users can take their cookery book collections 
everywhere and get the full functionality experience whether they choose to access 
Cooked on their smart-phone, tablet, laptop or desktop. And with our powerful new 
live search, Cooked users will find it easy to discover new recipes, books and authors.

FOOD FOR FRIENDS
The ultimate Sunday roast

BOTTOMS UP
Wine & cocktail matches

MOTHER'S DAY BRUNCH
Indulgent breakfast recipes

COOK THE BOOK
Vibrant Persian banquet

IN SEASON: POMEGRANATE
8 sweet and savoury ideas

TAKE THE CAKE
Europe's finest desserts

+

APRIL 2016
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COOKED FEATURES

EXPERT CONTRIBUTORS: featuring a stellar line-up of contributors, 
Cooked publishes content from the likes of Antonio Carluccio, Jane 
Kennedy, Luke Nguyen, Margaret Fulton and hundreds more. We’re 
constantly adding new books, recipes and authors every month as the 
demand for new inspiration from our users grows. 

THE FEED: featuring up-to-the minute food news, sneak previews at 
recipes from soon-to-be-released cookbooks, and how to guides from our 
expert authors and chefs. The Feed sets the agenda connecting thousands of 
users with the best cooking content available.

COLLECTIONS: strengthening online communities, Cooked recipe 
collections are curated by both members and contributing authors while 
users can pluck individual recipes to add to their own personal collections. 

NEWSLETTER:  an invaluable platform from which to reach new 
audiences, the weekly newsletter showcases the best new content and offers. 

SOCIAL REACH:  active online media channels, including: Facebook, 
Pinterest, YouTube, Instagram, G+ and Twitter. 

PRINT & DIGITAL MAGAZINE:  A new quarterly magazine  
to be launched April 2017. 
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AUDIENCE INSIGHTS

Cooked’s audience are aspiring cooks and accomplished chefs alike, with a passion for food and cooking 
and a taste for sensational culinary experiences.

 

AGE

79% 21%

18-24
8%

25-34
27%

35-44
20%

45-54
14%

55-64
19%

65+
11%

THE YOUNG  
FOODIE

25-39, Female skew

OLDER  
FOODIES

39-55, Female skew

FOOD  
PROFESSIONALS

25-55, Male skew

FOODIE  
COUPLES

25-35, M/F mix
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COOKED STATS

60,000
SESSIONS  

PER
MONTH 

25,000
E-NEWSLETTER 
SUBSCRIBERS

60,000
FACEBOOK 

LIKES
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Branded Content

Display Advertising

Newsletter

WAYS TO ENGAGE COOKED.COM.AU’S AUDIENCE
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Display advertising is a highly visible and consequently a powerful way to increase 
your brand’s reach to new audiences. Our strategic offering of MREC positions, 
along with our ongoing monitoring of content, helps us focus your brand’s exposure 
to our base of both existing and potential users. 

MREC
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BRANDED CONTENT 

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHTS       

A product spotlight integrates your product and brand with Cooked’s editorial content. Published in The Feed, 
this strategic and organic form of advertising can be seen by both Cooked’s members and its potential users and 
works by aligning Cooked’s editorial style with your message.  

The second stage of this strategy is the targeted distribution of your message via our online marketing channels. 

SPONSORED CONTENT

Position your message in the right place at the right time. A highly diverse and adaptable option, sponsored content 
allows you to align your brand with a particular feature, collection or recipe in Cooked. 

EVENT LISTINGS     

We have the tools to target users browsing Cooked from specific locations, so if you are running an event, 
or a series of events around the country, we can put together a package of activity that suits your needs.  
It includes:

•  Featured event listing on a dedicated landing page

•  Site-wide event module, targeting users in relevant locations

•  Event shared via Facebook, Twitter and the Cooked weekly email newsletter

We offer a range of editorially-driven commercial opportunities. These meld your marketing messages 
with Cooked’s editorial content to suit the consumption habits of our users.  
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EMAIL ADVERTISING

Cooked has over 25,000 email subscribers, all hungry for content and this subscriber base is 
continually growing. We send a weekly newsletter packed with the latest food, news, books and 
recipes as well as showcasing product spotlights and event listings. Go straight into our users’ 
inboxes with a range of advertising options to suit your budget. We only include one advertiser 
per email to ensure that your message activates as many users as possible. 
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CONTACT US

Please get in touch to discuss any of the advertising options listed above, 
or to discuss other commercial partnerships. We’d love to hear from you 
and find out about your brand or product.

ADVERTISING & MARKETING
Rebecca Hingeley, Sales Director
03 8520 6444
rebeccahingeley@hardiegrant.com.au

EDITOR 
Carlie Trotter
03 8520 6444 
sarahgamboni@hardiegrant.com.au


